
The client sent us the autocad file or a 3d
model about the project.

On this occasion, he sent us:
- A basic model

- Autocad plans with plants, views and
sections
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The client also sends a streetview link to represent the
environment and attaches photos of the vegetation of

the place.
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We receive from the client the plans
indicating the materials and attached
photographies with references about

each material

MATERIALS
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I develop a 3D modeling and the
lighting based on the reference photos

of the environment. 
I locate the camera according to the

plans and what was requested

BASIC
MODEL
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At this stage, the architect gives me feedback on the
images that I sent and I proceed to improve them as

he requests.
Here we have a collaborative process where is vital

to keep a clear communication in between both parts
(in this case the client sent each correction with

dates and notes on the same image).

COLLABORATIVE
PROCESS
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1ST DRAFT



 

 

CLIENT CORRECTIONS



 

 

2ND DRAFT



 

MORE CLIENT CORRECTIONS

 



 

taking into account the corrections given by the
client, the final image is produced and it is going to

please the architect's will.

FINAL IMAGE
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Developing high-quality images is vital for any type of project
for any company.

 
Not only are they going yo help your clients to better
understand the project itself. But also because the

visualisations will be a key part of your branding. They will
represent your message and they are going to be linked to the

quality of your actual job.
 

To summarize, quality images will position you as a more
professional company and they will help you to get more

clients.

CONCLUSION
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